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Introduction
Islam principle does not allow for divorce except emergencies. Marriage law regulates the procedure of marriage and divorce procedures. In the context of a divorce, the Marriage Act embarrass adheres to the principle of divorce as stated in the General Explanation of Marriage Act in number 4 letter (e)."For the purpose of marriage is to create a happy family, lasting and prosperous, it adheres to the principles of this Act to embarrass the divorce occurs. For divorce, there must be specific reasons and should be done in front of the court ".
The purpose of marriage is to establish a family (household) happy and everlasting based on God.
respectable, 3 this is in accordance with maqâsid al-Shari'ah or purpose is to realize the serious benefits.
Maqâsid al-Shari'ah is divided into three kinds viewed from the side needs. First, maqâsid al-d arûriyyat, namely maqâsid to maintain the five basic elements of human life, namely (1) hifz al-deen (religion maintain), (2) hifz al-nafs (maintain viability), (3) hifdz al-'aql (men watch sense) (4) hifdz alnasl (nurturing offspring and honor), and (5) hifdz al-mâl (maintaining the property); 4 second, maqâsid al-hââjiyyat, ie maqâsid to eliminate difficulties or make maintenance of the five basic elements become more better again; third, maqâsid altahsiniyyât, ie maqâsid so that people do their best to enhance the maintenance of the five basic elements. Not achieving darûriyyat aspect can damage the whole world and the hereafter. Neglecting hajiyyât not to damage the existence of five (5) basic elements, but it will bring trouble to mukalaf humans in realizing it, while neglect the aspect of tahsiniyyât, making the maintenance of the five basic elements to be imperfect. 5 Islamic law, has the ultimate goal, which is the purpose of the creation of the law itself is a benchmark for human life in order to achieve happiness in this world and in the hereafter.
Observing the importance of the value of a valid marriage, then it should (das sollen) aimed marriage for life and happiness for the couple concerned, 6 is expected to realize the purpose of marriage, divorce decreased after enactment of the Marriage Act, but in reality (das Sein), noted of 359 Shariah Court / PA throughout Indonesia, in 2011 to handle 425 937 cases and in 2012 some 476 961 cases. 7 This case shows the national divorce rate is increasing. Three high Court Religion (PTA) which has the Court of First class (PA) most, one of which is PTA of Semarang. Marriage law, embarrass the principle divorce with a view to realizing the goal of marriage. The elaborate in Article 39 of the Marriage Act, stated that divorce can only be done in front of the trial court after the relevant court and unsuccessfully tried to reconcile the two sides. To do divorce there must be sufficient grounds that the husband and wife will not be able to live in harmony as husband and wife. The procedure for divorce before the trial court set in the legislation itself.
Under these provisions, the principle elements embarrass divorce must be fulfilled that divorce should be in the Religious, there is reason enough, the Court has tried and not succeeded in reconciling the two parties, husband and wife can not live peacefully as husband and wife. And the procedure for divorce in court Religious Court stipulated in the Act.
In the Dictionary of Bahasa Indonesia, hamper or complicate a similar meaning and principle embarrass or complicate divorce, when viewed from the root connotes more difficult or more difficult (mempersulit), according to researchers saving more appropriate to use the word tightened (memperketat), as where restricted polygamy tightly, writer use the word as a substitute for the word divorce embarrass, based on arguing that noting the intent and purpose of the principle of divorce embarrass itself. Observing the hamper or complicate the meaning of the word, can not benefit the parties, and there are strict sense of the word meaning rule, careful, conscientious, tidy and so on. Arso Sosroatmodjo and the referee gave understanding of the principles of marriage Aulawi letter in use is strictly limited Polygamy "
The phenomenon of the increasing divorce rate nationally, show cases received from year to year increases, 8 is no exception in PTA of Semarang, how to tighten the principle of divorce after the birth of the Marriage Act. It is very important to know through research on the principle of divorce tighten the Marriage Law in perspective maqâsid al-Shari'ah and the place of research in the area of law in PTA of Semarang. The urgent reason for researching the phenomenon: First, because one of the principles of Islamic marriage law is the marriage bond must be strengthened as much as possible to realize a harmonious mawaddah family and mercy. Both, interestingly this study that the principles stipulated in the Act tightened divorce, but the phenomenon of divorce rate continues to increase. Third, Divorce brings big consequences mainly affects children. These several reasons of the title: Principle of Divorce Tightening in Semarang High Religious Court Jurisdiction in Maqâsid al-Shariah Perspective.
The Problem Statement
Departing from the background mentioned above, the problem statement of this article can be formulated as follow, why is it necessary to tighten the divorce as principles of the Marriage Act? How to tighten the implementation of the principle of divorce in the jurisdiction of of Semarang High Court Religion in perspective of maqâsid al-Shari'ah?
The objectives of this study were: to determine why need to tighten the divorce and how can tighten up the implementation of the principle of divorce in jurisdictions PTA Religion of Semarang in perspective Maqâsid al-Shariah. And also to find and develop a theory about the escalation of effort divorce case and tighten its actualization with the principle of divorce. The benefits of research, is expected to be input and guidelines for judges in applying the indicator tighten divorce and family welfare considerations, especially for children. This expectation is not only for Semarang PTA judicial district but also nationally in the Institute of Justice in Indonesia and provide input to refine the legislation concerning marriage. Case of violence in the household (domestic violence) is an internal problem of households and is one reason for divorce, required for the rules that give authority of an Islamic Court in a particular case is the case of divorce on the grounds of domestic violence at the same time authorized to investigate cases of domestic violence acts, so that the subject is no longer a litigant in two of the judiciary, in order to realize the principle of simple, fast and low cost.
The Prior Research on Topic and The Theoritical Framework
As far as the knowledge of researcher, there are several previous studies that focus on the material there are similarities, for instances, research conducted by Rashid Khatib, investigators, it appears that previous studies exist that have not been discussed in detail on the implementation of the tighten principle of divorce in perspective of maqâsid al-shari'ah. Other literature review in the form of legislation and the books are closely connected with this dissertation, both in terms of positive law and Islamic law, arguing about marriage, divorce, conflict and the imposition of resolusing and verification from maqasid al-shari'ah. Through focuses on the goals of marriage, grand theory used is the theory of Maqâsid al-Shari'ah, namely to formulate the laws of Islam and the laws of Allah prescribed to realize the benefit of humankind, both worldly and in the hereafter.
14 With the implementation of the benefit theory, supplements the other theory is conflict resolution, Hakam institutions, alternative dispute resolution and mediation that integrated to litigation and the imposition of proof theory.
To overcome the crisis in the household used the theory of conflict resolution by optimizing proses of mediation, peace efforts outside the court is Alternative Resolusion Disputes (ADR), hakam institutions and non-litigation integration into litigation based PERMA 1 of 2008 on Mediation Procedures in court, otherwise not be able to get back together in the household, continued the examination in accordance with the applicable procedural law, the imposition of proof apply theory, theory and welfare theory of Al-Zarī'ah.
Theoretical framework that used in this study is presented in three levels. First, the purpose of marriage is to establish an eternal happy family based on God 15 or to realize the domestic life that sakinah, mawaddah, and mercy, 16 in line with maqasid al-shariah which aims to realize maqasid ad-darûriyah, there are five that hifz al-dien, hifz al-nafs, hifz al-'aql, hifz al-nasl, and hifz al-mâl. 17 Surely, if the husband and wife keep five things above-mentioned, of conjugal implement their respective obligations once the husband and wife met his rights, then it is easy to realize the purpose of marriage and simultaneously reduce the number of divorces. The second level, the institution of divorce, the parties filed a case to the PA accompanied by reasons for divorce 18 and begging to be decided upon marriage. The third level, applying the principle of tightened divorce, to apply a theory of conflict resolution: mediation, hakam institutions and the implementation of integration mediation in litigation, if peace efforts with the various ways in which it did not succeed, then appropriate examination of the procedural law and consider the sociological factors, the benefits and harms.
Research Methodology and Location
This study denotes field research with qualitative research, with the primary data source. And also secondary data in the legal field that constituting of the primary legal materials and secondary law. With Juridical empirical approach to the specification of descriptive analytical research in finding a theory of divorce tighten the application of the theory of benefit.
The location of this research is in Semarang PTA jurisdiction. Interview or interview is a conversation that is directed at a specific problem; This is an oral question and answer process, in which two or more people face to face physically ( interview = talk, debriefing origin of the word entrevue = encounter in accordance with previous agreements.
From the word entre, inter and voir = videre = to see. Interview = oral debriefing with the intent to be published), read Kartini Kartono, Pengantar Metodologi Riset Sosial, (Bandung: Alumni, 2012 The Legal Procedure in religious courts is the procedure that applies to the court within the General Court, except as specifically provided in this Act, the Ministry of Religion, Himpunan, p. 
Case of Divorce
Generally case which has been finished, PA is the case in the field of marriage and divorce case, if the husband filed for divorce known as talaq (CT), and if the wife was filed called contested divorce (CG) Based on data analysis and interviews can be concluded that divorce cases in the jurisdiction of the 2009-2012 PTA Semarang is increased; factors causing the advent of more and potentially husband and wife filed for divorce, compared to the factors causing the arrival of the wife; sequence The highest causal factors can be explained the husband leave liability and breach taklik divorce; ongoing dispute and there is no hope to live in harmony in the household, the trigger is: moral factor, hurting the physical body and other factors, and more contested divorce cases in the appeal of divorce. The accumulation factors cause of the husband and wife filed a result there is reason to sue for divorce and divorce cases that resulted in divorce cases increased in the PA within the jurisdiction of Semarang PTA.
The Tightening Divorce Act The need to be tightened divorce
When there is contention between the two sides, Islam does not directly advocate a husband and wife to end the marriage, but done first deliberation. If these efforts do not succeed, then it is advisable to take hakam one person from each party to bridge and try to recover and bring peace between husband and wife.
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Transformation of Islamic family law from conventional fiqh to the legislation was a positive influence on the development of Islamic law, Entering the modern society, modification or modernization of Islamic law through the Act provide a more diverse pattern. In Egypt, for example, arranged that: (1) the right of the court to impose divorce on the grounds fail to make a living, and (2) divorces fell by reason of a dangerous disease. Iran establishes divorce can only take place after obtaining a certificate from the court stating that the couple may not live together, and Tunisia stipulates that divorce is only valid in court. 37 Prior to the Marriage Act, customary law institute also has a mechanism of divorce. According to Nani Seowondo, Indonesian customary law typically include head of customs in the process of divorce and they only give permission when there is a real reason.
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In Indonesia, the divorce is not prohibited, but must be tightened, since the divorce that would result in the failure of efforts to establish a family (household) are happy and eternal, mawaddah sakinah households and mercy. And post divorce remains many problems not only in the husband and wife are divorced, can affect large family breakup conjugal and most felt the negative impact of divorce is the child. Article 66 of the Law of Religious Court, paragraph (1) A Muslim husband will divorce his wife apply to the Court to hold a hearing to witness the vow of divorce. Paragraph (2) The application referred to in paragraph (1) shall be submitted to the court whose jurisdiction includes the residence of the defendant, unless the defendant intentionally left along a specified residence without permission of the applicant. Paragraph (3) In the case of the defendant's residence located abroad, the petition submitted to the court whose jurisdiction includes the residence of the applicant. Paragraph (4) In the case of the applicant and the defendant's residence located abroad, the petition submitted to the court whose jurisdiction covers where their marriage took place or to the Central Jakarta Religious Court.
Indicators of tightened divorce
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Article 73 of the Law of Religious Court, paragraph (1) lawsuit filed by the wife or divorce attorney to the court whose jurisdiction includes the residence of the claimant, unless the claimant intentionally left the residence together without the permission of the defendant. Paragraph (2) In the case of the plaintiff›s residence located abroad, the divorce suit filed with the court whose jurisdiction includes the residence of the defendant. Paragraph (3) In the case of the plaintiff and the defendant took residence abroad, then the lawsuit filed with the court whose jurisdiction covers where their marriage took place or to the Central Jakarta Religious Court. A weld two letters (g) and (h) KHI, letter (g) husband violates takliktalak. Meaning of ta'lik is a divorce that depends on something that might happen has been mentioned in an agreement that has been agreed in advance. In Indonesia the reading ta'lik talak by her husband shortly after the ceremony. Similarly Marriage Law does not mention the apostate as a reason for divorce, whereas in KHI letter (h) that the apostate be a reason of divorce.
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Problematic reason divorce letter (h) KHI; ie apostasy that cause disharmony in the household. What if one partner is husband or wife in the household lapsed but still get along well. Observing these clauses KHI gives the impression if the apostate is not entirely the reason of divorce, being a person of his apostasy in Islamic law as a cause divorce without the clause.
If one of the spouses apostate, and households remain in harmony and peace, a husband or wife does not submit his case in court, the question arises how the marriage bond ?. If adhering to the terms of the divorce should be in front of the court religion means that by itself this marriage is not in a position to be null and void. KHI provisions of the above clause has become a benchmark, the preferred standard, while apostates only be a secondary or supplementary reason for divorce. And KHI provision is at its peak will lead to multiple interpretations and impressed lapsed as input material very forced.
Islamic personality principle is the subject of the discussion. If the PA received a statement of one of the parties litigant that he/she has really riddah, according the principles of the Islamic personality, then started again when it was not authorized to take care of conjugal case is concerned, by reason of one of the parties is no longer Muslim. PN but also unable to give her/him the divorce decree based riddah-, because the Marriage Law does not mention apostasy as a reason for divorce. Of these problems, although one of the litigant parties is no longer Muslims but marriage conducted according to Islamic law, then the marriage should also be decided based on Islamic law, PTA Semarang decide marriage by reason of renegade plaintiff.
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Trying to Reconcile at the Court.
Their conflict which is closely associated with the causes there were chaos in the household, then the court should endeavor to reconcile in order to get back together in the household, steps should be taken to tighten the divorce is to apply the theory of conflict resolution. Conflict resolution can only be applied optimally in combination with a variety of other conflict resolution mechanisms 
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The Principles of Tightening Divorce in Semarang High Religious Court in Maqasid al-Shari'ah Perspective relevant. A conflict resolution mechanism can be implemented effectively only if it is associated with a comprehensive effort to achieve lasting peace.
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To combine with a variety of conflict resolution mechanisms, to take measures that peace efforts in court (litigation), through non-litigation, mediation has been integrated into litigation based PERMA No. 1 Year 2008 on the procedure for Mediation in court, and the case syiqaq done through institutions peace efforts hakam.
Husband and Wife Can not Reconcile
Conflict resolution in various ways has been done was not successful. Continued examination of the case in court in accordance with the provisions and the law applicable, the arguments of the suit / petition proved that there is sufficient reason, it can be concluded husband and wife can no longer realize the goal of marriage, there is no hope to live in harmony as husband and wife, if wedlock to be retained will cause madarat. The divorce should be opened, can be applied in terms of qaeda: Ibid., p. 29.
‫النفع‬ ‫جلب‬ ‫من‬ ‫أولى‬ ‫الضرر‬ ‫دفع‬
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Based on the description above, to answer the first problem statement : Need to tighten divorce set out in the Marriage Act because marriage is very strong agreement or misaqan galizan, which has a close relationship with religion, marriage is not only the physical elements but also the inner element , tightened divorce to realize a happy home and eternal, sakinah mawaddah and mercy, suppress escalation of divorce and also reduce the negative impact on children.
Application of Tightening Divorce in PA of the Jurisdiction of Semarang PTA.
Lawsuit filed to the PA meets three elements of their identity, posita and petition. The judges consider the authority of the absolute and relative , and legal standing. Upper case filed by the Plaintiff / Applicant.
The legal process of divorce by applying the principles of tightening divorce must be applied, and not less important is peace efforts if the judges negligent and did not make efforts to peacefully decision null and void, 48 in the case of divorce if a peace agreement is reached, the settlement of the case was withdrawn. In the hearing the position of the litigants is the same. About revocation case, if the case has been answered by the Defendant / Respondent, then the case must be heard response revocation if it approves the lifting of a bag or case is not otherwise disetu jui, the case continued examination. If peace is not achieved then continued and in legal proceedings if it turns out there is no reason in accordance with the reason for divorce stipulated in the Act and KHI., PA can be ruled on the case is not accepted / NO (niet ontvankelijke verklart). Lawsuit / petition has met the formal requirements, which have been included alsan divorce, then p embuktian have an important role to give an answer what is asked in the petition, if it does not prove to be rejected.
49 the verdict rejected the Plaintiff's claim. Plaintiff appealed to the PTA Semarang to register case Number 059 /Pdt.G/201 3 / PTA Smg. Judge PTA Semarang examine cases quo , then ruled on March 26, 2013, the verdict reinforces the first instance verdict.This proves religion trials were not limited to legalize the will of the parties litigant. The result of research that judges in examining cases applying the evidence accordingly. The burden of proof to the Plaintiff / Applicant in divorce cases is not limited to the arguments refuted, but despite their arguments recognized by the opposing party, assemblies rights still imposes Plaintiff / Applicant to prove the proposition -argument. 
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The burden of proof theory, who argue that he/she must prove. One of evidence is the recognition 50 and Defendant admits Plaintiff's argument, then it is based on the recognition that evidence has proven Plaintiff argued, recognition of the strength of evidence have perfect ( Volleding bewijs ) for people who provide recognition, 51 but in proving the existence of a valid marriage has been specifically determined by regulation, although not denied or acknowledged by the Defendant / Respondent, but with the recognition that was not enough and must be proven with the Marriage Certificate. In 1975, attested to by the documentary evidence in the form of post mortem of the doctor or witnesses who know themselves and corresponding statement that the Defendant has conducted severe cruelty or mistreatment which harm the other party. Principle tightened divorce laws adopted in accordance with the Marriage is the central idea maqâsid al-shari'ah that benefit, to realize the goal of marriage with maintaining five principal pillars ( al -maqâs id al-khamsah ), if mopped maintained by well and applied in family life, the divorce can be suppressed and achieved the goal of marriage as mandated by the Marriage Act and Islamic law, which is eternal marriage mawaddah and mercy achievement of happiness in the world and in the hereafter.
On the other hand, if the household ongoing dispute and there is no hope to live in harmony in the household, if maintained household with such conditions and forced to hang on Diperta marriage will not bring benefits even cause mafsadat, refused mafsadah it is a benefit.
63 This is in accordance with the rules: The application of the tighten divorce does not mean not to do the divorce, the divorce should be done if the purpose of marriage can not be realized again in compliance with the category tighten divorce. In households have disputes and quarrels constantly and there is no hope to live in harmony in the household then by applying zari'ah terms of quality of mafsadah judge may grant the divorce as a solution to get out of this crisis even though households still remain problem post namely the impact of divorce on children as a result of his parents' divorce. Another se that there is a negative stigma of being a widow.
The impact of divorce for a boy, his parents are victims of divorce when connected with the theory of maqasid al-shariah then divorce is not only negative impact on hifz al-nasl but overall no effect in maintaining al -Maqasid al-khamsah namely: hifz al-dien, hifz al-nafs, hifz al-'aql, hifz al-nasl, and hifz al-Mal . After analyzing divorce restrict the practice in the PA within the jurisdiction of Semarang PTA, to answer the second of the problem statement: how to tighten the implementation of the principle of divorce in the Religious Court in the jurisdiction PTA Semarang in perspective maqâsid al-shari'ah: Supreme Court Justice Religion in the jurisdiction in examining Semarang PTA divorce case has been applying the principles of tightening divorce, mediation agencies to maximize and optimize the institution of Hakam to realize the goal of marriage, if successful peace revoked case, if it turns out there is no reason the case is not accepted / NO (niet ontvankelijke verklart ), if it can not prove the case was rejected. And if it is proved, there is reason enough divorce, unsuccessful peace efforts and apply the theory benefit, as the central idea maqâsid al-shari'ah , divorce is granted in consideration refusing mafsadah more important than attaining maslahah refused because mafsadah is already a benefit in accordance with maqâsid al-shari'ah.
Other efforts of Tightening Divorce
The high divorce rate and the highest causative factor is husband no obligations, and increased domestic violence action is deemed necessary to put forward in this research other efforts in tackling the escalating divorce, namely improving the quality of pre-marriage education and breakthrough new expansion of absolute the competence religious courts. It needs a thorough briefing to the bride by the 66 Ibid., p. 164.
Ministry of Religious Affairs through course for the candidate of bride with subject matter of rights and obligations in addition to other materials. Besides, the court has given a guarantee to the husband or wife to file a divorce suit in the event of action.
The principle is simple, fast and low cost 67 is the most fundamental principles of justice and accommodated by law enforcement in order to effectively and efficiently, m ccording Amran Suhaidi, Supreme Judge, that the PA may contribute to actualize this principle in the settlement of domestic violence acts by inspecting a divorce on the grounds of domestic violence simultaneously process the criminal acts of domestic violence itself, which is certainly to be set beforehand regulations justify this process.68 Substantially, the Act has supported the PA authorities prosecute criminal offenses as contained in Article 2 of Law No. 3 Year 2006 on the Amendment of Law Number 7 of 1989 About the Religious Court is changing " Regarding certain civil matters "to" the particular case . " By removing the word "civil" suggest there is a specific criminal act under the authority of absolute of PA. PA authorized to examine cases of divorce on the grounds of domestic violence as well competent to deal with crime on complaint criminal acts of domestic violence for the realization of the principle is simple, fast and inexpensive so it is no longer the subject of a case in two courts. Thus the act of domestic violence can be predicted to decline and as an effort to tackle the escalation of divorce.
Conclusion
Based on the description, discussion and analysis that have been explained in previous sections and the end of this article the writer does not hesitate to conclude as follow :
1.That need to tighten divorce because marriage is a contract that is very strong or misaqan galizan , which has a close relationship with religion, marriage is not only the physical elements but also the mental element, tighten divorce aims to realize a happy home and eternal, sakinah mawaddah and rahmah, pressing 
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The Principles of Tightening Divorce in Semarang High Religious Court in Maqasid al-Shari'ah Perspective the escalation of divorce while reducing the negative impact on the child after his parents' divorce. 2.That the Religious Court judge in the jurisdiction of Semarang PTA in checking the divorce case has been applying the principles of tightening divorce, mediation agencies to maximize and optimize the institution Hakam to realize the goal of marriage, if successful peace revoked case, if it turns out there is no reason the case is not accepted / NO (niet ontvankelijke verklart ), if it can not prove the case was rejected. And if it is proved, there is reason enough divorce, unsuccessful peace efforts and apply the theory benefit, as the central idea maqasid al-Shari'ah , divorce is granted by considering refuse mafsadah greater than getting maslahah refused because mafsadah it already is the benefit in accordance with the maqasid al-shari'ah.
3.That other efforts to tighten divorce namely need Implementation of pre-marriage course for bride by the Religious Affairs Office (KUA) with material fiqh Munakahat , with sub subject matter of the rights and obligations of husband and wife as well as the consequences if left / malpractice. Besides, the need for regulations that provide authority of an Islamic Court in a particular case examination and decide divorce cases as well examine the reasons of domestic violence acts of domestic violence so that the subject is no longer a litigant in two of the judiciary, in order to realize the principle is simple, fast and low cost.
